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Owing to the distinctively morphological and structural features, vertically-aligned graphene nanosheets
(VGs) possess many unique properties and hold great promise for applications in various ﬁelds. For
controllable preparation and wide application of VGs, the establishing reliable growth method and
profound understanding of the growth mechanism are of vital signiﬁcance. Up to date, VGs are normally
produced by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and it's considered that plasma is an
indispensible factor for the vertical alignment of graphene sheets. Herein, for the ﬁrst time, we report the
facile and controllable VGs growth via a thermal CVD by precisely tuning growth parameters. Experimental observations in combination with detailed energy calculations reveal that the ﬂow rate of carbon
precursor determines the growth dynamics of graphene in CVD. This work offers a novel and reliable
technique for VGs preparation and provides new insights into the intrinsic mechanism of vertical graphene growth. Furthermore, beneﬁting from the ultra-high density of edge sites, thin thickness, and
outstanding electrical conductivity of VGs, the as-prepared VGs exhibit excellent ﬁeld-emission performance such as ultra-low turn-on electric ﬁeld and threshold ﬁeld down to 1.07 and 1.65 V mm1,
respectively.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Vertically-aligned graphene nanosheets (VGs), or known as
carbon nanowalls (CNWs), a type of three-dimensional (3D) graphene architecture which is formed by two-dimensional (2D)
graphene nanosheets arranged perpendicularly to substrates, have
attracted growing attentions in recent years [1e3]. Owing to the
distinctively morphological and structural features, it possesses
many unique electrical, chemical, and mechanical properties
compared with its horizontal counterpart [4,5]. Based on those
advanced functional properties, VGs hold great promise for a wide
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range of applications and remarkably expand the scope of 2D
pristine graphene. For instance, attributed to the increased surfaceto-volume ratio and high density of reactive surface sites, 3D vertical graphene sheets have been extensively studied for biological
and chemical sensors [6e8]. The superior electrical conductivity
and high speciﬁc surface area also make VGs an ideal candidate to
fabricate high-performance supercapacitors [9e16]. Furthermore,
the vertical orientation, sharp exposed edges and outstanding
charge-transport properties endow VGs with exceptional electron
ﬁeld emission performance [17e23]. Besides, with the adjustable
electrical conductivity, high surface area and fast electron transport
channel, vertically-oriented graphene sheets can be exploited as
excellent catalyst support for highly-efﬁcient electrocatalysis
[24,25]. Therefore, for the efﬁcient use of such promising material,
achieving a controllable preparation of VGs and gaining an in-depth
understanding about formation mechanism play vital signiﬁcance
in both scientiﬁc and industrial aspects.
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Since from the ﬁrst report of CNWs in 2002 during a carbon
nanotubes growth process via microwave plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (MPECVD) [2], VGs or CNWs are normally produced by plasma-based approaches [8,10,13,26e28].
Beneﬁting from its low-temperature and catalyst-free features,
plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD) has been proved to be a highlyefﬁcient method for controllable VGs fabrication with various
structures and diverse properties [1,6,9,15,29,30]. Although this
method has been extensively applied to VGs research and several
theoretical studies have been performed, the detailed growth
mechanism of VGs involved in PECVD still remains elusive
[27,31e33]. However, the precursor dissociation induced by the
plasma is commonly considered to play a crucial role for the growth
and alignment of VGs as the fact that VGs generally cannot produce
in a thermal CVD [2]. In the PECVD system, it seems like that the
fractional carbon-containing species and radicals generated in hydrocarbon plasma act as the building units for the VGs growth, but
the actual mechanism and how plasma affects the vertical alignment of graphene are still unknown so far. For controllable preparation and wide application of VGs, the in-depth understanding of
growth mechanism and more reliable growth method should be
provided.
Herein, we realize the direct synthesis of uniformly aligned VGs
through a catalyst-free thermal CVD method for the ﬁrst time. The
successful fabrication of VGs in thermal CVD without the aid of
plasma offers new insight for intrinsic vertical graphene growth
mechanism. Furthermore, systematical experimental and theoretical investigations have been carried out to elucidate the formation
mechanism of VGs by this novel technique. Based on the experimental observations and energy analysis, it's found that the concentration of active carbon species in CVD system exerts signiﬁcant
impact on the growth mode of graphene. Simply, by tuning the
carbon precursor ﬂow rate and reaction time during the CVD process, precise control of the growth dynamics can be achieved,
leading to well-controlled morphology of the obtained carbon
material, such as 2D graphene ﬁlm or 3D vertical graphene sheets.
Owing to the intrinsic driving force of the self-assembly mechanism, this strategy also shows speciﬁc substrate-independent and
carbon precursor-independent superiority, offering a facile and
versatile route for VGs fabrication with diverse substrates and
precursors. Combining with the intrinsic excellent electrical conductivity of graphene itself and this unique structure of VGs, the asprepared VGs can act as an ideal candidate for ﬁeld emitter. Fieldemission measurements demonstrate that the obtained VGs acquire outstanding ﬁeld-emission properties comparable to those
prepared by PECVD.
2. Experimental section
2.1. Synthesis of VGs

the chamber by passing hydrogen (H2) gas through the liquid
container to bubble ethanol solution. The amount of ethanol
introduced into the chamber could be quantitatively tuned by
controlling the ﬂow rate of H2 gas. Prior to VGs growth, the CVD
system was pumped from ambient pressure to ~10 Pa and then
purged with pure hydrogen (H2) gas until reaching atmospheric
pressure. This process was repeated for three times to assure that
there was no air residue in the quartz tube before heating the
furnace. Brieﬂy, the whole CVD process could be described as follows. First, a certain kind of substrate was mounted to the central
region of the quartz tube and heated from room temperature to
1130  C in 50 min with 50 sccm H2 and 50 sccm Ar as carrier gas.
Second, the substrate was annealed for 20 min at 1130  C, and then
a certain ﬂow rate of methane or ethanol vapor was brought into
the chamber to initiate graphene growth. The growth mode, twodimensional growth or three-dimensional growth, of graphene
could be controlled by altering feedstock concentration and/or reaction time. Finally, at the end of the growth, the ﬂow of CH4 or H2
(for ethanol-based growth case) was switched off, and the system
cooled down to room temperature in about 30 min.
2.2. VGs characterization
The as-grown VGs samples were systematically characterized by
SEM (Hitachi S-4800; operating at 15 kV), Raman spectroscopy
(Renishaw Invia plus; excitation: 532 nm laser), AFM (NanoMan VS
microscope; working at a tapping mode), XPS (ESCA Lab220I-XL
spectrometer using an Al-K-a X-ray as the excitation source; base
pressure about 3  109 mbar; binding energies referenced to the C
1s line at 284.8 eV), TEM (JEOL JEM-2100F; operating at 200 kV). All
characterizations of VGs were directly conducted on the substrate
except for TEM analysis. The VGs transfer process for TEM analysis
was modiﬁed from the literature reported method [38]. Brieﬂy
speaking, the obtained VGs/SiO2 samples were etched by a PMMAassisted method in a 15.0 M NaOH aqueous solution for 1.0 h. After
the SiO2 was totally dissolved, VGs were transferred onto TEM grids
for further characterization.
2.3. Field-emission measurements
The ﬁeld-emission performances of the VGs were carried out
with parallel electrodes by employing an ITO-coated glass as an
anode and as-synthesized VGs with underlying graphene ﬁlms as a
cathode in a high vacuum chamber (5  105 Pa). The distance
between the anode and cathode was kept at 150 mm. The direct
voltage could be accurately adjusted in the range of 0e1100 V. At
low applied ﬁelds and currents, the J-E behavior of the as-grown
VGs can be closely described by the Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) Eq.
(1) [39,40]:
2

The vertically-oriented graphene sheets were directly grown on
various substrates by using either methane or ethanol as carbon
feedstock in a conventional ambient pressure CVD apparatus.
Among the four substrates, quartz, silicon, SiO2/Si, and ZrO2/Si,
employed for graphene growth, 300 nm SiO2/Si chips were obtained by thermal oxidation [34,35], and ZrO2/Si chips were obtained by depositing precise thickness of metal oxide layer on Si
wafer through atomic layer deposition (ALD) [36,37] as reported in
literature. Before loading the substrates into a horizontal quartz
tube inside a hot-wall quartz tube furnace, a thorough cleaning
procedure with deionized water, acetone, and ethanol was successively executed to remove the inorganic and/or organic impurities on the surface of substrates. In the case of utilizing liquid
ethanol as the carbon source, ethanol vapor was introduced into

J¼

Ab E2
Bf3=2
exp
f
bE

!
(1)

where, J is the emission current density (A m2), E is the applied
electric ﬁeld (V m1), f is the work function (eV) of graphene, and b
is the electric ﬁeld enhancement factor, A (1.57  1010 A V2 eV)
and B (6.83  103 V m1 eV3/2) are the constants related to the
work function.
3. Results and discussion
Here, direct growth of VGs on various substrates was realized by
a simple atmospheric CVD process at 1130  C without any external
template or catalyst. Several technologically important and
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representative substrates, such as silicon (semiconductor), silicon
oxide (insulator) and quartz (transparent substrate), were
employed to conduct VGs growth. The schematic illustration of the
VGs growth process through a template-free, catalyst-free and
plasma-absent CVD method is presented in Fig. 1a. In this system,
CH4 gas with a ﬂow rate typically from 7 to 14 sccm (standard cubic
centimeter per minute) was introduced to the chamber to ensure
direct VGs growth on the substrate under a constant carrier gas
ﬂow of 50 sccm H2 and 50 sccm Ar. Fig. 1b and c demonstrate the
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the large area and
high density of vertical-morphology graphene sheets, providing a
good perspective of the densely exposed edges for the assynthesized VGs with similar morphology with those produced
by PECVD [10,14,30,41]. As shown in Fig. 1b, the distribution of the
well-aligned vertical graphene sheets was remarkably uniform
over the whole surface area of the substrate. The height of vertical
graphene sheet was estimated to be about 200 nm from the 45 tilt
side-view image (Fig. S1). In particular, Fig. 1c exhibits a loose and
porous morphology of the obtained VGs, suggesting a well-parallel
alignment between individual graphene sheets.
Furthermore, the morphology of VGs is revealed by using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Fig. 1d shows the TEM
image of high-density VGs, in which the vertical graphene sheets
are observed as wrinkle-like. Cross-sectional views of the VGs in
Fig. 1d and Figs. S2aeb show the vertical standing of graphene
sheets on the substrate with transparent edges. High-resolution
TEM (HR-TEM) images (Figs. S2ced) displayed a knife-edge with
a 4 nm thick base and a 1e3 nm thick sharp edge composed of
perfect graphite structure, implying the VGs ﬁlms are terminated
with a thickness corresponding to few-layer graphene. The most
unique features of the VGs are the high density of edge sites and
defects. In order to conﬁrm these two points, Raman spectrum was
employed based on the fact that, the intensity ratio of D band to G
band (ID/IG) could stand for the defect density to a certain degree
[42]. The co-presence of the characteristic 2D peak of graphene and
ultra-high intensity of defect-related D peak in the typical Raman
spectrum indicated high disorder level of VGs (Fig. 1e). The sp2bonded carbon in the VGs is further conﬁrmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements (Fig. S3a). In the full
XPS spectrum (Fig. S3b), no signal of metal ions was detected,
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which further proved the direct growth of VGs on substrates in the
absence of any metal catalysts.
To shed light on the detailed growth process of VGs in thermal
CVD, the evolution of VGs is monitored by varying the growth time.
The detailed process of VGs formation by this template-free CVD
method is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2a. At the beginning of
growth stage, graphene ﬂakes randomly nucleate on the surface of
substrate and enlarge to form continuous ﬁlm. Once the underlying
buffer layer formed, initial planar graphene growth eventually alters to upward growth. As a result, the following carbon atoms from
feedstock thermal cracking continuously incorporate into the open
edges to make the unique vertical growth proceed. The atomic force
microscopy (AFM) images in Fig. 2bed corresponded to the
different growth periods at 1, 2, and 6 h under a condition of CH4/
H2/Ar ﬂow rate of 8/50/50 sccm, respectively. AFM height images
demonstrated that, with the reaction proceeding, the mode of
graphene growth made a transition from isolated planar ﬂakes to
continuous thin ﬁlm and ﬁnally to vertically-oriented sheets. Also,
the corresponding SEM images at different duration time provided
more evidences on the detailed growth process of VGs (Fig. 2eeg).
More importantly, the unique spatial structure that VGs root in the
preliminary 2D graphene ﬁlm is further conﬁrmed by the partially
rolled VGs sample. The transition of the growth mode was directly
demonstrated by the coexistence of 2D graphene ﬁlm and 3D VGs
in SEM image (Fig. S4). The difference in surface morphology between the upper vertical layer (Fig. S4a and left region of Fig. S4b)
and the bottom 2D layer (right region of Fig. S4b) gave clear evidences on the special architecture of the obtained VGs in our system. The large amount of opening edges of VGs can be reﬂected by
the defect-related D peak intensity. Thus, we calculated the ID/IG
value at different growth times. As shown in Fig. S5, the defect
density dropped over time due to the gradual enlargement of 2D
graphene ﬂakes and then increased remarkably after VGs formation, strongly suggesting the successive VGs evolution process.
In a thermal CVD system here, the growth of VGs indicates that
the vertical alignment of graphene follows a mechanism without
relevance to plasma. Contrast to the conventional 2D ﬁlm growth
even for an ultra-long duration up to 72 h by previously reported
catalyst-free thermal CVD method [43], high-density 3D VGs are
obtained in a short time here. In order to reveal the key points in

Fig. 1. Growth and characterizations of self-assembled VGs. (a) Schematic illustration of the template-free and catalyst-free CVD growth process of VGs. (bec) Top view SEM images
of as-grown VGs. (d) Wide-range TEM image of high-density VGs. Inset is the cross-sectional view. (e) Typical Raman spectrum of the as-grown VGs. The sample in (bee) was
prepared at 12 sccm CH4, 50 sccm H2 and 50 sccm Ar for 4 h. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)
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Fig. 2. Time-dependent evolution of the VGs growth. (a) Schematic illustration of the VGs growth at different time duration. (bed) AFM images of graphene grown for 1, 2 and 6 h,
respectively. (eeg) Corresponding SEM images of graphene samples in b-d. Conditions: 1130  C under CH4/H2/Ar ﬂow rates of 8/50/50 sccm. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be
viewed online.)

determining the growth mode of graphene, we systematically
performed control experiments under different conditions by
tuning the ﬂow rate of CH4 gas and growth time while remaining
temperature and ﬂow rates of auxiliary gases unchanged. As shown
in Fig. 3a, a few of individually separated regular hexagonal and/or
circular graphene domains appeared under low CH4 concentration
(CH4 ﬂow rate below 7 sccm), consistent with the previously reported results [43e47]. Extending growth time just led to the
enlargement of the domain size, the coverage area of graphene on
substrates and the layer number of graphene ﬁlm (Figs. S6a and b).
Through conducting graphene growth at a larger CH4 ﬂow rate (10
sccm), we could ﬁnd that high-density VGs were formed, presented
in Fig. 3b. Further increasing the ﬂow rate of CH4 to 13 sccm, the
CH4 concentration is high enough to trigger three-dimensional
graphene developing in a relatively short duration. Although the
coverage of graphene was relatively low after 0.5 h of growth,
considerable amounts of VGs had already emerged on the substrate
(Fig. S6d). By prolonging growth duration, high-density and largearea VGs with underlying buffer layer were also obtained (Fig. S6e).
Also, the planar graphene ﬁlm and VGs obtained in Fig. S6b and
Fig. S6e are conﬁrmed by Raman spectra respectively in Fig. S6c and
Fig. S6f. As shown in Fig. 3c, an ultra-high CH4 ﬂow rate, such as 15
sccm, led to amorphous carbon formation, resulting from the
incomplete decomposition of CH4. The corresponding Raman
spectra in Fig. 3def well showed the dependence of the obtained
morphology and structure of graphene on carbon precursor concentration. Thus, it demonstrates that the growth of VGs requires
limited carbon concentration under a special CH4 ﬂow rate. In order
to determine the critical value of CH4 ﬂow rate for achieving 3D

graphene growth, a series of comprehensive experiments are performed and the detailed experimental results are listed in Table S1.
We can ﬁnd that, for achieving vertical graphene growth, a CH4
ﬂow rate between 7 and 14 sccm is necessary while keeping ﬂow
rates of other carrier gases constant in our system. As well, the
graphene growth at 7 sccm CH4 was provided in Fig. S7 to give an
obvious transition from planar to vertical growth. Based on the
above results, we claim that carbon precursor concentration, such
as the ﬂow rate of CH4, is in charge of the growth mode of graphene.
The preference of vertical growth under special condition is
supported by our detailed energy analysis. Under low CH4 ﬂow rate,
the decomposition of carbon precursor matches well with the
adsorption of carbon atom on active sites and the growth of graphene. Thus, the diffusion of carbon species to edge of graphene
proceeds under a thermodynamic equilibrium condition and has
enough time to reach the optional positions with minimum energy
to form stable crystalline phases [48]. As a result, only 2D stacked
nanometer- or micrometer-sized graphene ﬂakes and ﬁlms are
obtained even after extraordinary long reaction duration [43].
While under a larger CH4 ﬂow rate, the concentration of carbon
precursor is high enough to limit the effective diffusion of carbon
species on substrate or graphene surface. In such cases, the graphene multi-nucleation and enlargement induced by the supersaturation of active carbon species concentration lead to the
available surface of substrate shrinking into narrow channels. Then
the reduction in fast-diffusion paths of carbon species along the
surface makes the direct deposition of carbon to the graphene
edges the main path of carbon addition. Thus, the edge reaction
occurring on a fast time scale will lead to the vertical growth rather
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Fig. 3. Three typical growth modes of carbon materials in CVD growth depending on methane ﬂow rate. (a) SEM image of the sample obtained under two-dimensional planar
growth mode. The sample was prepared at 6 sccm CH4, 50 sccm H2 and 50 sccm Ar for 4 h. (b) SEM image of the sample obtained under three-dimensional vertical growth mode.
The sample was prepared at 12 sccm CH4, 50 sccm H2 and 50 sccm Ar for 4 h. (c) SEM image of the sample obtained under amorphous carbon growth mode. The sample was
prepared at 16 sccm CH4, 50 sccm H2 and 50 sccm Ar for 2 h. (def) Corresponding Raman spectra of the samples in a-c, respectively. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed
online.)

than the boundary coalescence when two graphene islands
approaching. In fact, this mechanism also explains why noncatalytic CVD techniques enhanced by plasma are prone to result
in the growth of vertical graphene sheets [2,8,10,30,49]. Actually,
due to the substantial quantity of carbon radicals released in the
plasma, the transient concentration of carbon atom is high enough
to result in an edge-reaction-dominated growth. The growth of 2D
graphene by PECVD in previous works further demonstrates that
the plasma is not the indispensible role for vertical graphene formation [50,51], but the carbon species concentration as established
here.
As the adjacent graphene islands continue to grow in the edgeaddition-dominated regime, a vertical or folded morphology may
be considered as the one they evolve into eventually. To understand
how the growth model is chosen during growth of VGs, we present
an energy analysis of a vertical or folded graphene sheet merged by
two layer graphene ﬂakes on ﬂat substrate (Fig. 4aeb). By assuming
the two layers have the same excess length L, deﬁned as the length
of graphene that is not adhered to the substrate, we calculate their
elastic and adhesion energies (see details in Supporting
Information). Our energy analysis shows that if we deﬁne an
excess length L for the length of graphene not adhered to the
substrate, the vertically aligned morphology will be energetically
more favorable for L < Lc ¼ 5.9 nm (Fig. 4c). Beyond this critical
value of excess length Lc, the folded morphology is lower in energy,
and there is a signiﬁcant energy barrier (7.4 eV/nm) between the
vertical and folded conﬁguration. The value of this barrier is
calculated from the difference in energy for the conﬁgurations in
Fig. 4a and b through Equations S1 and S5. In consequence, after the
vertical graphene sheets nucleating and proceeding to grow upward, it is difﬁcult for them to bend into the folded morphology
without strong external perturbation. This preference is much
more obvious for multilayers as the bending stiffness k increases
signiﬁcantly with the number of layers N, that is, k ~ N3 [52]. In
order to provide a clearer view of the transition process, we
perform the structure characterization of vertical graphene sheets

at their early stage. As stated former, the vertical growth is induced
by two approaching graphene islands, which is deﬁnitely
conﬁrmed by the AFM and TEM images in Fig. 4def. This observation is totally different from the graphene growth under low CH4
ﬂow rate that two adjacent graphene islands with mismatch in
their in-plane lattice orientation prefer to form a continuous layer
with grain boundary (Fig. S8). Combined with the experimental
evidence we have discussed, the results from energy analysis
clearly and directly demonstrated the detailed evolution process of
VGs in this plasma-absent CVD system. Further, the three procedures involved in the growth evolution (Fig. 2a) are quite similar
with those VGs growth in a PECVD system, as well as the similar
morphology observed [53]. These evidences indicated that the VGs
growth in this system might follow the same mechanism as discussed above, i.e. the high carbon species concentration determines
the 3D VGs growth mode.
We have clearly elucidated the evolution process and formation
mechanism of VGs, while another feature of VGs should be taken
into account: the density and height of the expected VGs, which
greatly affect the application of VGs in a lot of ﬁelds. We ﬁnd that
the controllable VGs formation can readily be realized by tuning the
growth time under a given condition. Large-area VGs were successively prepared under varied growth time from 2 to 6 h at CH4/
H2/Ar ﬂow rate of 10/50/50 sccm (Fig. 5aec). It demonstrated that
the density of vertical graphene sheets gradually increased along
with growth proceeding. The corresponding contact angles of water on the VGs obtained at 2 h, 4 h and 6 h increase from 69.3 to
114.1, which could also provide evidences on the increased density
of the as-synthesized VGs, as shown in the inset panels of Fig. 5aec.
A more systematical correlation between contact angles of water
on the VGs and density of vertical graphene sheets was provided in
Fig. S9. In addition to the high controllability on VGs density, this
gradual growth process as well allows it possible to tune the height
of VGs. An evolutionary cross-sectional SEM characterization of
VGs as a function of growth time was conducted for comparison
(Fig. 5def). Along with extending growth period, it was obvious
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Fig. 4. Energy analysis and formation mechanism of VGs growth. (aeb) Formation of vertical graphene multilayers (a) and folded graphene layers (b). For simplicity, the underlying
graphene buffer layers are ignored in the schematic illustration. (c) Comparison between the total energy of vertical and folded graphene, as a function of the excess length L. (d)
AFM image of low-density VGs. Obviously, the vertical graphene sheets are induced by the two or more individual approached graphene ﬂakes, as marked by the red arrows. (eef)
HRTEM images of VGs, indicating that the vertical sheet roots in two adjacent graphene sheets. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)

that the average height of vertical graphene sheets increased successively. The corresponding 3D AFM surface plots and height
proﬁles (Fig. S10) further unambiguously conﬁrmed the increase of
VGs height and density. The simultaneous growth in VGs density
and height shed lights on the formation process that once nucleation sites for vertical growth developed, following carbon supply
could facilitate growth along the vertical graphene sheet and

hasten more nucleation sites. However further extremely prolonging growth duration not led to the increase of height of vertical
graphene sheets, but yielded aggregated cluster-like structure with
almost unchanged height (Fig. S11). By optimizing the growth
process, direct control over the density and height of vertical graphene sheets can be ultimately realized, suggesting the high
controllability and versatility of this template-free CVD method.

Fig. 5. Density- and height-engineering of VGs. (aec) SEM images of VGs grown for 2, 4 and 6 h, respectively. Insets are corresponding static water contact angle. Conditions:
1130  C under CH4/H2/Ar ﬂow rates of 10/50/50 sccm. (def) Corresponding cross-sectional SEM images of VGs in a-c, respectively. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed
online.)
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Another prominent advantage of this approach is that it can be
applied to various substrates and feedstock of carbon sources,
enabling the wide versatility and scalability of this method. In order
to gain an in-depth understanding on this point, we carried out
graphene growth on quartz, Si, and ZrO2 by using CH4 as the carbon
source. Under the same conditions (1130  C, 8 sccm CH4, 50 sccm H2
and 50 sccm Ar at ambient pressure), high-density and large-area
VGs were obtained after 6 h of growth on whatever kinds of substrates (Figs. S12aec). The qualities of the obtained VGs were as
good as that synthesized on SiO2 (Fig. 1b). Furthermore, it was
amazing to ﬁnd that VGs growth could also be achieved by using
liquid carbon precursor. As shown in Fig. S12d, high quality of VGs
was also obtained by employing ethanol as a carbon source. The
effect of ethanol content, quantitatively tuned by controlling the
ﬂow rate of H2 carrier gas, in the system on VGs formation had been
found to give a similar inﬂuence with that of CH4, see detailed results in Table S2. Therefore, VGs with similar quality and density
using various substrates and feedstock indicated that this approach
provided a reliable and controllable strategy to achieve high yields
of VGs preparation for practical applications.
To further evaluate the property of as-prepared VGs by our
template-free and catalyst-free thermal CVD method, the electronﬁeld-emission performances were investigated by employing an
indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass as anode and VGs with underlying graphene ﬁlms as cathode in a high vacuum chamber. The
distance between the anode and cathode was 150 mm. Fig. 6a shows
the typical ﬁeld emission current density (J) as a function of applied
electric ﬁeld (E) for an as-grown VGs sample obtained at 12 sccm
CH4, 50 sccm H2, and 50 sccm Ar for 4 h of growth. The inset panel
in Fig. 6a presents the emission pattern for the VGs emitter
collected at an applied ﬁeld of 2.67 V/mm. The turn-on ﬁeld (Eon) is
deﬁned as the electric ﬁeld for emitting a current density of 10 mA/

7

cm2, while the threshold ﬁeld (Ethres) is the electric ﬁeld for
reaching a current density of 1 mA/cm2, which is sufﬁcient to
achieve panel display. Strikingly, an ultra-low turn-on ﬁeld (1.07 V/
mm) and threshold ﬁeld (1.65 V/mm) were observed, presenting an
excellent ﬁeld emission property of the obtained VGs. We compare
the ﬁeld-emission performances of our VGs with the reported results, and it can be found that performances obtained here
outperform most of the reported ﬁeld-emission properties of graphene materials, see details in Table S3. Fowler-Nordheim (F-N)
equation has been widely used to investigate the electron-emission
behavior of various nanostructure materials. The good linearity of
F-N plots means that the cathode material agrees well with this
model. Then, we plotted ln(J/E2) as a function of 1/E, which yielded
a ﬁtted line shape with a good agreement with F-N equation
(Fig. 6b). Due to the unique geometry of the emitter and its surface
morphology, a high ﬁeld-enhancement factor by enhanced local
electric ﬁeld is expected. Assuming the work function of graphene
as that of graphite (~5 eV) [54], the ﬁeld-enhancement factor (b) of
the as-grown VGs was estimated to be 2.55  103 from the linear FN slope, which is higher than previously reported values [55,56].
The high stability of the ﬁeld emission performance was also
investigated by conducting measurement for 1800 s (sampling time
interval is 200 ms) with negligible current-density degradation
(Fig. 6c). To reveal the enhancement mechanism in the performance of our VGs-based ﬁeld emitters, we schematically elucidated
the relation between the density of standing graphene sheets and
the ﬁeld emission performance of the VGs samples (Fig. 6d). The
negative correlation between turn-on/threshold ﬁelds and VGs
density indicated that the ﬁeld emission performance of VGs can be
well controlled and further improved by increasing VGs density.
Generally, a strongly local electric ﬁled forms at the tip region of
vertical graphene sheet when it is subjected to an external electric

Fig. 6. Field-emission properties of the as-grown VGs. (a) Typical plot of the electron-emission current density (J) as a function of applied electric ﬁeld (E) for the VGs. Inset:
emission pattern for the VGs emitter collected at an applied ﬁeld of 2.67 V/mm. (b) Corresponding F-N plot. (c) Current-emission stability of the VGs at room temperature within
1800 s. (d) Turn-on electric ﬁeld and threshold electric ﬁeld as a function of VGs density. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)
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ﬁeld. Thus, the high length/diameter ratio and extremely abundant
edge-sites of the high-density VGs can effectively reduce the acquired external ﬁeld for ﬁeld emission. Here, we attribute such
excellent ﬁeld-emission performance of VGs to its special architecture and 2D-3D graphene framework. With densely exposed
sharp edges and highly intrinsic electrical conductivity, such
unique architecture can build up an excellent mechanical and
electrical contact between the current collector and active materials. These features can facilitate electron transport during the
electron emission process, implementing ﬁeld emitters with a low
turn-on ﬁled and a high ﬁeld enhancement factor.
4. Conclusions
In summary, we have successfully and elaborately demonstrated
a novel strategy for facile synthesis of large-area and high-density
3D VGs on various substrates via a thermal CVD method. Systematic investigations on evolution process indicate that the key point
for VGs formation is the carbon precursor concentration in the CVD
process. The formation mechanism of VGs growth in CVD is elucidated by detailed energy analysis as well. Importantly, through
simply tuning carbon precursor ﬂow rate and growth time,
controllability on the density and height of the obtained VGs can be
easily achieved. Furthermore, beneﬁting from the unique structure
and special properties of VGs, such as large quantity of atomically
fresh edges and outstanding electrical conductivity, the as-grown
VGs exhibit excellent ﬁeld-emission performance with a low
turn-on electric ﬁeld of 1.07 V/mm, a low threshold ﬁeld of 1.65 V/
mm, and good emission stability. Based on the mentioned above, we
believe that this technique will be a good alternative for large-scale
VGs preparation and widespread practical applications.
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1.

Details of the energy analysis

The total energy of vertical graphene sheet on flat substrate shown in Figure 4a, including the elastic
bending energy in graphene, adhesion energy between graphene, adhesion between graphene and
substrate, is
Ev = πκ/2Rb ‒ γGλ + γG/SiO2(2Rb + h)

(S1)

Here κ is the bending stiffness of graphene, γG is van der Waals adhesion energy between graphene, and
the excess length L of graphene is
L = πRb/2 + λ ‒ (Rb + h/2)

(S2)

Rb, λ, and h are the geometrical parameters illustrated in Figure 4a. We choose parameters κ = 1.4 eV, h
= 3.4 Å, γG= 0.341 J/m2 and γG/SiO2 = 0.229 J/m2.1,2
By minimizing Ev with Rb as the parameter, we can find the value of Rb in Eq. S1 in the elastic
equilibrium as

∂Ev
0
∂Rb

Rb 

(S3)

π
2[ G (π / 2 1)  2 G/SiO ]

(S4)
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Similarly, we can estimate the energy of the folded graphene bilayer on flat substrates in Figure 4b as
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The excess length of graphene here is
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(S6)

There are three parameters Rb, R1, θ1 for a fixed excess length L, which could be solved by minimizing
Ef with geometrical constraints on the angles and radii,
θ1 – θ2 = π/2

(S7)
S3

R1sinθ1 + Rb = h + (R2 + h)(1 – cosθ2)

(S8)

λ2 = (θ1 – θ2)h = πh/2

(S9)

By numerically minimizing the energies for vertically aligned and folded graphene bilayers (Eqs. S1
and S5), we find Rb = 0.73 nm for the VGs and Rb = 0.46 nm, θ1 = 2.28 and R1 = 0.50 nm for folded
graphene. The total energies are summarized in Figure 4c as a function of the excess length L.
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Supporting Figures

Figure S1. Height estimation from 45 degree tilt SEM images of VGs sample in Figure 1c.

S5

Figure S2. Thickness and layer number characterizations of the vertical graphene sheet in
as-grown VGs. For TEM characterization, due to the cross-sectional TEM image can provide
a clear view of sheet thickness, we prepared VGs on silica micro-balls and then transferred to
TEM grids by etching the silica micro-balls. (a) Cross-sectional TEM views of VGs
transferred from silica micro-balls. The residual silica ball that has not been etched fully is
illustrated with the dotted lines. (b) TEM dark field image of VGs transferred from SiO2/Si
substrates. (c-d) High-resolution TEM images of VGs transferred from silica micro-balls.

S6

Figure S3. XPS analysis of the as-synthesized VGs on a SiO2/Si substrate. (a) XPS C1s
core-level spectrum of VGs. In the XPS C1s core-level spectrum, two peaks centered at
binding energies of 284.2 and 284.9 eV were assigned to the sp2 and sp3 carbon content,
which originated from the basal plane and opening edge of VGs, respectively. (b) Full XPS
spectrum of the obtained VGs sample. In the spectrum, no signal of metal ions is observed,
which demonstrates the absence of any co-catalyst for VGs formation.

S7

Figure S4. SEM comparison of the VGs and the intermediate layer of 2D graphene film. (a)
SEM image of the unrolled VGs sample. (b) SEM image of the partially rolled VGs sample. b
clearly demonstrates different morphologies of the obtained graphene sample, which gives an
obvious comparison of the free-standing VGs (region on the left side of the dashed line) and
the intermediate layer of 2D graphene film (region on the right side of the dashed line)
between the upper VGs and the substrate.

S8

Figure S5. ID/IG value variation along with elongation of the reaction time.
In order to identify the density of defects, time-dependent Raman spectra of the VGs are
performed. The ratio of ID to IG decreases in the realm of 1 to 3 h. After that, the ratio of ID to
IG increases with extending the reaction time. This phenomenon indicates that the density of
defects decreases along with graphene domain enlargement and then rapidly ascends after
VGs evolution.

S9

Figure S6. Influence of growth mode on ultimate graphene architecture. (a) Initial stage of
graphene grown under low CH4 flow rate (CH4/H2/Ar: 6/50/50 sccm, 4 h). (b) Extending
reaction time of a to 8 h only generates few-layer plane graphene film composed by
micrometer- or nanometer-graphene flakes randomly distributing on substrate surface. (c)
Raman spectrum of graphene film in b. (d) Initial stage of graphene grown under ultrahigh
CH4 flow rate (CH4/H2/Ar: 13/50/50 sccm, 0.5 h). (e) Extending reaction time of d to 4 h
yields large quantity of VGs on substrate. (f) Raman spectrum of VGs in e.

S10

Figure S7. SEM images of graphene grown for different durationa at 7 sccm CH4 where
the transition of graphene growth from planar to vertical growth takes place. (a-d) SEM
images of graphene grown for 2 h, 3 h, 4 h, and 5 h, respectively. The planar growth and
vertical growth coexisted at 7 sccm CH4, and the proportion of vertical graphene
increased along the growth duration.

Figure S8. (a) SEM and (b) AFM image of graphene grain boundary formation by
approaching graphene islands under low carbon source concentration. The adjacent individual
graphene islands are marked by red arrows.

S11

Figure S9. (a-e) SEM images of VGs grown for 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 h, respectively.
(f) Growth time of VGs and the static water contact angle corresponding to a-e.
Conditions: 1130 °C under CH4/H2/Ar flow rates of 14/50/50 sccm.

Figure S10. Height-engineering of VGs. (a-c) AFM 3D surface plots of VGs growth for 2, 4
and 6 h, respectively. (d-f) Corresponding height profiles of VGs in a-c. Conditions: VGs
were grown at 10 sccm CH4, 50 sccm H2 and 50 sccm Ar for different times.

S12

Figure S11. Influence of growth time on VGs height. (a) SEM image of VGs grown for 6 h
under CH4/H2/Ar of 10/50/50 sccm. (b) SEM image of VGs grown for 8 h under CH4/H2/Ar
of 10/50/50 sccm.

Figure S12. SEM images of VGs grown on various substrates and precursors. (a) VGs
obtained by using CH4 as carbon precursor on quartz. (b) VGs obtained by using CH4 as
carbon precursor on silicon. (c) VGs obtained by using CH4 as carbon precursor on
ZrO2/Si. (d) VGs obtained by using ethanol as carbon precursor on SiO2/Si. Conditions:
VGs were grown at 8 sccm CH4, 50 sccm H2, and 50 sccm Ar for 6 h.
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Supporting Tables

Table S1. Graphene growth mode investigation by varying the flow rate of CH4.
Sample
(#)

Growth
temperature
(C)

CH4 gas flow
(sccm)

Ar gas flow
(sccm)

H2 gas flow
(sccm)

1

1130

3.0

50

50

10

PG

2

1130

5.0

50

50

5.0

PG

3

1130

5.5

50

50

5.0

PG

4

1130

6.0

50

50

5.0

PG

5

1130

6.5

50

50

3.0

PG

6

1130

6.5

50

50

5.0

PG

7

1130

7.0

50

50

3.0

PG + VG

8

1130

7.5

50

50

2.0

VG

9

1130

8.5

50

50

2.0

VG

10

1130

9.0

50

50

2.0

VG

11

1130

12

50

50

2.0

VG

12

1130

14

50

50

2.0

VG

13

1130

15

50

50

1.5

AC

PG: Planar Growth
VG: Vertical Growth
AC: Amorphous Carbon
PG + VG: Planar Growth with a small amount of Vertical Growth Graphene
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Growth
time (h)

Growth
Mode

Table S2. Graphene growth mode investigation by employing ethanol as carbon source.
Sample
(#)

Growth temperature
(C)

H2 gas flow
(sccm)

Ar gas flow
(sccm)

Growth time
(h)

Growth
Mode

1

1130

2

400

2.5

PG

2

1130

5

400

2.5

PG + VG

3

1130

10

400

2.5

PG + VG

4

1130

15

400

2.5

VG

5

1130

25

400

2.5

VG

PG: Planar Growth
VG: Vertical Growth
AC: Amorphous Carbon
PG + VG: Planar Growth with a small amount of Vertical Growth Graphene
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Table S3. Comparison of the field emission performances of various graphene emitters.
Turn-on

Threshold

Field-enhancement

electric field

electric field

factor

r-GO

2.3 V/μm

5.2 V/μm

3700

PECVD/Cu

VGs

1.3 V/μm

3.0 V/μm

1.1  104

Template-guided

Graphene-Si
8 V/μm

n. a.

n. a.

CVD/Ni

nanorod arrays

[S6]

Photolithography

Graphene arrays

7.2 V/μm

n. a.

n. a.

[S7]

PECVD

N-doped VGs

1.05 V/μm

n. a.

Ref.

Method/Catalyst

Material

Electrophoretic
[S3]
deposition
[S4]

[S5]

3120/low-field;
17350/high-field
CVD/Cu;

CNTs on

spin-coating

graphene

[S9]

PECVD

VGs

[S10]

PECVD/Ni

[S8]

2.05 V/μm

2.2 V/μm

1023

2.23 V/μm

n. a.

5130

1.3 V/μm

5.7 V/μm

1.5 × 104

Graphene on
ZnO NWs
[S11]

PECVD

VGs

4.7 V/μm

n. a.

n. a.

[S12]

PECVD

VGs

9.8 V/µm

n. a.

n. a.

[S13]

Hummers method

1.5 V/μm

n. a.

4539

0.48 V/μm

0.62 V/μm

n. a.

0.21-0.27

(1.7-1.9)  104

Screen-printed
r-GO
[S14]

Dry film scrolling

GO ﬁbers

Template-guided
Tubular graphene

[S15]

n. a.
V/μm

CVD/Ni
GO on Ni
[S16]

Hummers method

0.5 V/μma

1 V/μm

n. a.

4 V/μm

n. a.

2024

nanotip arrays
[S17]

Hummers method

GO on Si NWs

S16

49690 (the

N-doped
[S18]

0.6 V/μm

arc-discharge

n. a.
maximum)

graphene
Radio frequency
VGs on CNTs

[S19]

0.956 V/μm

1.497 V/μm

4398

5.4 V/μma

n. a.

1100

1.51 V/μm

2.18 V/μm

3048

2.9 V/μm

3.3 V/μmb

1373

0.87

1.54

5218

2.01

3.22

6513

2.0

3.2

3800

2.03 V/μm

n. a.

1294

sputtering
Graphene on
[S20]

CVD/Cu
ZnO NWs

[S21]

Thermal welding

[S22]

CVD/Cu

Al-doped RGO
CNT-graphene
film

[S23]

PECVD

[S24]

PECVD/Cu

VGs on CNT
Graphene on Si
NWs

Hydrothermal

Graphene on

carbonization

Ni/Si

[S25]
VGs on
[S26]

PECVD/Ni

Graphene/
Ni foam

[S27]

PECVD

N-doped VGs

4.6 V/μm

n. a.

1450

CVD

VGs

1.07 V/μm

1.65 V/μm

2550

This
work
a

Calculated at J = 10 mA/cm2, while the Ethres of other literatures in this Table is calculated at J = 1
mA/cm2;
b
Calculated at J = 0.1 μA/cm2, while the Eon of other literatures in this Table is calculated at J = 10
μA/cm2;
c
Calculated at J = 1 μA/cm2, while the Eon of other literatures in this Table is calculated at J = 10
μA/cm2;
d
Calculated at J = 10 μA/cm2, while the Ethres of other literatures in this Table is calculated at J = 1
mA/cm2;
e
Calculated at J = 0.1 mA/cm2, while the Ethres of other literatures in this Table is calculated at J =
1 mA/cm2;
GO: graphene oxide; NWs: nanowires; n. a.: not available.
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